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A Sketch is an excellent probabilistic data structure, which records the approximate statistics of data streams.

Linear additivity is an important property of sketches. This paper studies how to keep the linear property

after sketch compression. Most existing compression methods do not keep the linear property. We propose

TreeSensing, an accurate, efficient, and flexible framework to linearly compress sketches. In TreeSensing,
we first separate a sketch into two parts according to counter values. For the sketch with small counters,

we propose a technique called TreeEncoding to compress it into a hierarchical structure. For the sketch with

large counters, we propose a technique called SketchSensing to compress it using compressive sensing. We

theoretically analyze the accuracy of TreeSensing. We use TreeSensing to compress 7 sketches and conduct

two end-to-end experiments: distributed measurement and distributed machine learning. Experimental results

show that TreeSensing outperforms prior art on both accuracy and efficiency, which achieves up to 100×
smaller error and 5.1× higher speed than state-of-the-art Cluster-Reduce. All related codes are open-sourced.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A Sketch is an excellent probabilistic data structure [1–5], which records the approximate statistics

of data streams by maintaining a summary. Thanks to their fast speed and small memory overhead,

sketches are widely used in the fields of database [6–9], data mining [10–15], and networks [16, 17]
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to perform various tasks, such as frequency estimation [18, 19], finding top-𝑘 items [20, 21],

distributed data analysis [22–24], and the acceleration of machine learning [25].

Linear additivity is an important property of sketches. Consider a distributed data analysis

scene consisting of 𝑛 measurement nodes. Each node 𝑁𝑖 builds a local sketch 𝑆𝑖 using its local data

shard 𝐷𝑖 , and periodically sends the sketch to a central analyzer. Suppose 𝑆 is the sketch built from

all data shards 𝐷1, · · · , 𝐷𝑛 together. The linear additive property guarantees that 𝑆 =
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 , where

the addition operation between sketches refers to adding up the counters in the same position.

For example, suppose 𝑛 = 2, 𝑆1 = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1] and 𝑆2 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4], then we have 𝑆 = [0, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Under the linear property, the central analyzer can first aggregate the 𝑛 received sketches into

𝑆 =
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 and then use the aggregated sketch 𝑆 to answer queries, rather than query each of the

𝑛 sketches .

This paper studies how to keep this linear property after sketch compression. Sketch compression

is an important mechanism for many practical scenarios [25, 26]. A compression algorithm could

keep the linear additive property: Given a sketch compression algorithm 𝐶 (·), let 𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) denote
the compression of sketch 𝑆𝑖 . The compression algorithm keeps the linear property if it satisfies

𝐶 (∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 ) =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ). It is important for a sketch compression algorithm to keep the linear

property. 1) Consider a distributed data analysis scene [27–30] with 𝑛 nodes and one central

analyzer. In each measurement period, each node 𝑁𝑖 builds a local sketch 𝑆𝑖 , compresses the sketch

to 𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ), and sends 𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) to the central analyzer. The analyzer wants to acquire the aggregated

sketch

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 and use it to perform global analysis tasks. If the compression algorithm keeps

the linear property, the analyzer just needs to sum up all received data

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) = 𝐶 (∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 ),
and then perform one recovery operation to directly acquire the aggregated sketch 𝑆 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 .

Otherwise, the analyzer must first perform𝑛 recovery operations to get 𝑆1 · · · 𝑆𝑛 , and then aggregate
the 𝑛 recovered sketches to get

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 , which is very inefficient. 2) Another scene where linear

property matters is Secure Aggregation, which is a key topic in federated learning [31–33] and cloud

computing [34]. Consider a federated learning scene [31] where 𝑛 workers collaboratively train a

model under the coordination of an aggregator. In each training period, each worker 𝑁𝑖 computes

gradient 𝐺𝑖 using its local data. To protect the local gradient 𝐺𝑖
2
against the untrusted aggregator,

each worker 𝑁𝑖 masks its gradient into 𝐺𝑖 + Y𝑖 and sends the masked gradient to the aggregator.

Here, Y𝑖 is a random noise coordinated by all workers to guarantee that

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 Y𝑖 = 0. The aggregator

aggregates all masked gradients to get 𝐺 =
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (𝐺𝑖 + Y𝑖 ) =
∑𝑛

𝑖=1𝐺𝑖 , and broadcasts the aggregated

gradient 𝐺 to each worker. It is reported that the training time of such system is dominated by the

expensive communication overhead [31]. Therefore, it is lucrative to reduce the communication

overhead by encoding local gradient𝐺𝑖 into sketch 𝑆𝑖 [25] and compressing 𝑆𝑖 into𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) to send. In
such case, only a linear algorithm can work. If the compression algorithm keeps the linear property,

the aggregator can aggregate the received data to get

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 )+Y𝑖 ) =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) = 𝐶 (∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 ), and
broadcast 𝐶 (∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 ) to each worker. Each worker then recovers the aggregated sketch 𝑆 =
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖
to get the aggregated gradient. Otherwise, the aggregator cannot aggregate the received data.

Existing methods to compress sketches can be divided into two categories: linear compression
methods and non-linear compression methods. 1) To our knowledge, Hokusai [35] is the only linear

method. To compress the sketch by _ times, Hokusai first divides every _ counters into the same

group, and then merges the counters in each group by summing them up. 2) Typical non-linear

methods include Elastic [36] and Cluster-Reduce [26]. The key difference between Elastic and

Hokusai is that Elastic merges the counters by taking the maximum value in each group, which

compromises the linear property and makes it cannot compress the sketches with negative counters

2
Local gradient may leak private information about locally stored data [32].
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(e.g., the Count sketch [37]). Cluster-Reduce [26] further proposes to first rearrange similar counters

into the same group, and then merges each group by taking the maximum value.

In this paper, we propose TreeSensing, an accurate, efficient, and flexible framework to linearly
compress sketches. To compress a sketch 𝑆 , we first separate 𝑆 into two partial sketches: a sketch ¤𝑆
with only small counters (called small sketch) and a sketch ¥𝑆 with only large counters (called large
sketch). To get the small sketch ¤𝑆 , we set all counters with large values in the full sketch 𝑆 to zero.

Similarly, we get the large sketch ¥𝑆 by setting all small counters in 𝑆 to zero. In other words, 𝑆 = ¤𝑆+ ¥𝑆 .
For example, suppose 𝑆 = [1, 89, 2, 3, 1], then we have ¤𝑆 = [1, 0, 2, 3, 1] and ¥𝑆 = [0, 89, 0, 0, 0]. Next,
we propose two key techniques, namely TreeEncoding and SketchSensing, to compress the small

sketch and the large sketch, respectively. Both the two techniques keep the linear property. In

addition, each of the two techniques can be used alone. For example, in applications that only

care about the accuracy of frequent items (e.g., SketchML [25]), we can just use SketchSensing to

compress the large sketch and discard the small sketch.

The first key technique of TreeSensing, namely TreeEncoding, compresses the small sketch

into a hierarchical structure called HieraricalTree. This data structure is designed based on our

observation that in practice, most counters of a sketch have small values, and only a small fraction

of counters have large values. Therefore, it is wasteful to record all of these values using equal-

sized (32-bit) counters in a flat structure, like existing sketch compression methods do [26, 35, 36].

HierarchicalTree uses smaller-sized (e.g., 4-bit) counters, and organizes them into a shape of tree.

One overflowed counter automatically enlarges its size by expanding to the higher layer of the

tree and setting an overflow indicator. We further propose a smart technique called ShiftBfEncoder

(see § 3.2) to compress the overflow indicator of HierarchicalTree. The structure of HierarchicalTree
is flexible. We can choose to send different layers of HierarchicalTree to achieve different level

of accuracy. Under limited bandwidth, we can just send the high layer(s) of HierarchicalTree to
approximately recover the sketch, and an approximately recovered sketch can also provide high

accuracy (see § 3.2). Although we can use TreeEncoding to encode the entire sketch, we find the

limitation of this hierarchical structure: it is unfriendly to frequent items. Specifically, as higher

layer has fewer counters, there are more collisions between frequent items in higher layer, which

significantly degrades the accuracy of top-𝑘 frequent items.

To address the above limitation, we propose the second key technique of TreeSensing, namely

SketchSensing. SketchSensing employs the theory of compressive sensing [38] to compress the large

sketch in a nearly lossless way. Compressive sensing is a technique widely used in signal processing

field for acquiring and recovering a sparse signal. When original data is sparse, compressive sensing

provides near-perfect recovery. Recall that we have the observation that only a small fraction of

counters have large values. Thus, after setting small counters to zero, the resulted large sketch

will be very sparse. This sparse sketch perfectly suits the requirements of compressive sensing.

SketchSensing works in a flexible way: it compresses the large sketch into many small fragments

(called sensing fragments). The recovery process does not need all sensing fragments. Under limited

bandwidth, one can just send a partial collection of sensing fragments to approximately recover

the sketch, and an approximately recovered sketch can also provide high accuracy and effective

query rate (see § 3.3).

TreeSensing has three key advantages: 1) Accurate recovery: TreeSensing achieves up to

100× smaller error than state-of-the-art Cluster-Reduce [26] (see Figure 9). 2) Efficient compres-
sion: TreeSensing can compress a 13.2MB sketch by 10 times within 69 milliseconds, outper-

forming Cluster-Reduce by 5.1× (see Figure 12). TreeSensing achieves 316MHz throughput on

FPGA platforms (see Table 6). 3) Flexibility: TreeSensing allows users to choose appropriate

compression techniques and compression ratio to strike a balance between bandwidth and accuracy.

TreeSensing can optionally recover the original sketch from a fraction of compressed data, and

Proc. ACM Manag. Data, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 56. Publication date: May 2023.
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the partially recovered sketch also provides high accuracy. All related codes are open-sourced

anonymously [39].

This paper makes the following key contributions.

• We introduce the linear additive property in sketch compression, and we believe this is an

important property.

• We propose TreeSensing, a generic framework to linearly compress sketches, which is efficient,

accurate, and flexible.

• We theoretically analyze the accuracy of TreeSensing.
• We use TreeSensing to compress 7 sketches (CM [1], CU [40], Count [37], MinMax [25], CMM

[41], CML [42], and CSM [43]), and apply TreeSensing to three applications: distributed mea-

surement, distributed ML, and join-aggregate estimation.

• We extensively evaluate the performance of TreeSensing, showing it outperforms prior art on

both accuracy and efficiency.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this section, we first introduce typical sketches in § 2.1. We summarize existing works of sketch

compression in § 2.2. We introduce the fundamental concepts of compressive sensing in § 2.3.

Table 1. Symbols frequently used in this paper.

Symbols Meaning

𝑑 Number of arrays in a sketch

𝑤 Number of counters in each array of a sketch

A𝑖 The 𝑖𝑡ℎ array of a sketch

𝜏 Separating threshold of TreeSensing
𝑙 Number of layers in HierarchicalTree
𝐿𝑖 The 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer of HierarchicalTree
𝑛𝑖 Number of counters in 𝐿𝑖
𝛿𝑖 Each counter in 𝐿𝑖 contains 𝛿𝑖 bits

^𝑖 ^𝑖 adjacent counters in 𝐿𝑖 are with a counter in 𝐿𝑖+1
_ Compressing ratio in SketchSensing
𝑟 Rounding parameter in SketchSensing
𝑓 Number of fragments in SketchSensing
𝑚 Number of counters in each fragment in SketchSensing

2.1 Sketches for Data Stream Measurement
A Sketch is an excellent probabilistic data structure that can perform various tasks such as frequency

estimation, finding frequent items, cardinality estimation, etc. Sketch uses a small digest to record

approximate information of the data stream. Typical sketches include CM [1], CU [40], Count [37],

CSM [43], CML [42], CMM [41], and more [44, 45]. A sketch usually consists of multiple arrays,

each of which has many counters. Take the most well-known CM sketch [1] as an example. A CM

sketch consists of 𝑑 arraysA1, · · · ,A𝑑 . Each arrayA𝑖 has𝑤 counters and is associated with a hash

function ℎ𝑖 (·) that maps each item into a counter in it. To insert an item 𝑒 , it increments each of

the 𝑑 hashed counters A1 [ℎ1 (𝑒)], · · · ,A𝑑 [ℎ𝑑 (𝑒)] by one. For query, it returns the minimum of the

𝑑 hashed counters. Other sketches devise more smart techniques to further improve the accuracy

and achieve unbiased estimation [37, 40–43, 46].

There is also a line of sketches that propose to use hierarchical structures to fit the highly skewed

data distribution [47, 48], such as Counter-Braid [49], Pyramid [50], and Diamond [51]. However,

to guarantee that any practical large value can be represented, their structure must have many

Proc. ACM Manag. Data, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 56. Publication date: May 2023.
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layers. In addition, these sketches fix their hierarchical structures before insertion, and thus have

slow speed because each insertion may access all layers in the worst case. We believe that a better

solution is to first use the simple and flat data structure at insertion, and then proactively compress

the sketch into a hierarchical structure when requiring to transmit.

2.2 Related Work on Sketch Compression
Until now, there are only a few works on sketch compression, including Hokusai [35], Elastic

[36], and Cluster-Reduce [26]. To our knowledge, Hokusai [35] is the only work that keeps the

linear property. To compress a sketch S with 𝑤 counters by _ times, Hokusai first divide the

counters into
𝑤
_
groups, each of which has _ counters. Next, Hokusai merges the _ counters of each

group into one by taking the sum of these counters. Based on Hokusai, Elastic [36] makes small

modification by taking the maximum of the counters in each group, which improves the accuracy

but compromises the linear property. In addition, this modification makes Elastic cannot compress

the sketches with negative counters (e.g., Count sketch [37]). Cluster-Reduce [26] proposes the idea

of nearness clustering, which works by rearranging similar counters into the same group. It then

uses a technique named unique reducing to get the representative value of each group. Compared

with prior solutions, Cluster-Reduce achieves the best accuracy, but it also cannot keep the linear

additive property.

Another kind of data compression methods, lossless compression methods, can also be applied to

compress sketches. Typical methods include Huffman coding [52], Deflate [53], and more [54, 55].

However, the compression and recovery speed of lossless methods are usually slow because of

complicated arithmetic computation. More importantly, all lossless methods do not keep the linear

property.

2.3 Preliminary of Compressive Sensing
Compressive sensing [38] is a technique that can efficiently recover sparse signals. Classical

compressive sensing incorporates two procedures: sensing and recovery. 1) Given an original signal

®𝑥 of length𝑛, the sensing procedure compresses ®𝑥 into a compact vector ®𝑦 of length𝑚 by multiplying

a𝑚 × 𝑛 sensing matrix𝛷 , i.e., ®𝑦 = 𝛷 × ®𝑥 . Common sensing matrices include Gaussian Matrix (GM)

[56] and Bernoulli Matrix (BM) [57]. 2) The recovery procedure reconstructs ®𝑥 using ®𝑦 and𝛷 by

solving a linear system:

∑𝑛
𝑗=1𝛷𝑖, 𝑗 · 𝑥 𝑗 = 𝑦𝑖 . Under the prior knowledge that ®𝑥 is sparse, the problem

of solving the above linear system can be transformed into an optimization problem:minimize: ∥𝑥 ∥1,
subject to: ®𝑦 = 𝛷 × ®𝑥 . Theoretical analysis guarantees that the solution ®𝑥 ′ is close to ®𝑥 as long as ®𝑥 is

sparse enough [58–60]. Besides L1 optimization [61], other recovery algorithms include Orthogonal

Matching Pursuit (OMP) [62], Iteratively Reweighted Least Square (IRLS) [63], and more [64, 65].

In practice, compressive sensing has been widely adopted in the field of signal processing [66] and

data transmission [67, 68]. We believe that applying compressive sensing to compress probabilistic

data structures is a promising open area.

3 THE TREESENSING ALGORITHM
In this section, we first take the most widely-used CM sketch as an example to explain how

TreeSensing works. We present the workflow of TreeSensing in § 3.1, and describe the two key

techniques of TreeSensing, namely TreeEncoding and SketchSensing in § 3.2 and § 3.3. We explain

how to compress other sketches in § 3.4.

Proc. ACM Manag. Data, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 56. Publication date: May 2023.
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3.1 TreeSensing Overview
Rationale: We aim at devising an accurate, efficient, and flexible framework to linearly compress

sketches. 1) We observe that in practice, the counters of a sketch are highly skewed: most coun-

ters have small values and only a small fraction of counters have large values.
3
It is wasteful to

record these skewed values using equal-sized counters (32-bit). Thus, we propose the TreeEncoding
technique to compactly encode the sketch into a hierarchical structure with smaller-sized counters

(e.g., 4-bit). Our methodology is to dynamically assign appropriate number of bits for different

original counters: larger counters are allocated more bits in multiple layers and smaller counters

are allocated fewer bits in one layer. 2) Although we can use TreeEncoding to encode the entire

sketch, we find it is not suitable for large counters: we must use many layers to record a large

counter, which leads to slow compression speed and large memory overhead. In addition, we notice

that there are many applications (e.g., distributed ML in § 5.2) that only use large counters. These

applications are sensitive to the error of large counters but indifferent to small counters. It is desired

to devise another method that specifically compresses large counters in a nearly-lossless way.

Recall that only a small fraction of counters have large values. If we neglect small counters and

only consider the large counters, the sketch will become a sparse array. This sparsity well suits

the requirement of compressive sensing [38]. Thus, we further propose SketchSensing technique,

which uses compressive sensing to compress large counters in a nearly lossless way.

2 80 1 5 75 9 4 3
Separating

2 0 1 5 0 9 4 3 0 80 0 0 75 0 0 0

32-bit counters

Compressive Sensing

Sensing Fragments

TreeEncoding SketchSensing

HierarchicalTree

2 0 1 1 0 1 0 3

0 1 2 1 4-bit
counters

large arraysmall array

1 2

𝒜!

�̇�! �̈�!

Fig. 1. TreeSensing Overview.

As shown in Figure 1, in TreeSensing, we propose two techniques: TreeEncoding and Sketch-
Sensing. For each array A𝑖 in a CM sketch, we first use a threshold 𝜏 (named separating threshold)

to separate it into two partial arrays: an array
¤A𝑖 with only small counters (called small array) and

an array
¥A𝑖 with only large counters (called large array). Specifically, for each counter inA𝑖 , we set

it to zero if it is larger than 𝜏 , and the resulted array is the small array
¤A𝑖 . Similarly, we can get the

large array
¥A𝑖 . Obviously, A𝑖 = ¤A𝑖 + ¥A𝑖 . For the small array, TreeSensing uses the TreeEncoding

technique to compactly encode it into a hierarchical data structure called HierarchicalTree. Each
counter in HierarchicalTree has smaller size than the counters in original sketch. For the large array,

which is sparse, TreeSensing uses the SketchSensing technique to compress it into many small

fragments, named sensing fragments. Both TreeEncoding and SketchSensing keep the linear property.

In addition, TreeEncoding and SketchSensing are orthogonal, each of which can be used alone. Note

that both TreeEncoding and SketchSensing do not guarantee exact recovery, but under good choice

of parameters, they can achieve nearly lossless recovery.

3
This phenomenon stems from the unbalanced data distribution in most real-world applications. For example, in network

stream, most flows are small flows and a small fraction of large flows contribute to most traffic [47].
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3.2 The TreeEncoding Algorithm
Overview: TreeEncoding uses a structure called HierarchicalTree to compactly record the small

array. HierarchicalTree organizes small-sized counters (e.g., 4-bit) into a tree shape. Once a counter

overflows, it automatically enlarges its size by expanding into a counter in higher layer, and set

a corresponding 1-bit overflow indicator to true. We propose a technique called ShiftBfEncoder

to further compress the overflow indicators. Since HierarchicalTree only encodes counters with

small values, it does not need to use many layers. In practice, two or three layers suffice for good

performance. For recovery, we can either use the entire HierarchicalTree to recover the small array

at best effort, or use the high layer(s) of HierarchicalTree to approximately recover the small array.

Data structure: As shown in Figure 2, the data structure of HierarchicalTree consists of 𝑙 layers:
𝐿1, · · · , 𝐿𝑙 . Each counter in 𝐿𝑖 contains 𝛿𝑖 bits. Two adjacent layers 𝐿𝑖 and 𝐿𝑖+1 are associated

in the following way: ^𝑖 adjacent counters in 𝐿𝑖 are associated with one counter in 𝐿𝑖+1. For
example, 𝐿𝑖 [0], · · · , 𝐿𝑖 [^𝑖 − 1] are associated with 𝐿𝑖+1 [0]. We call 𝐿𝑖+1 [0] the parent counter of
𝐿𝑖 [0], · · · , 𝐿𝑖 [^𝑖 − 1]. Each layer 𝐿𝑖 has 𝑛𝑖 counters, where 𝑛𝑖+1 = ⌈𝑛𝑖/^𝑖⌉. In addition, each counter

𝐿𝑖 [ 𝑗] (except the counters in the highest layer) uses a 1-bit indicator 𝐼𝑖 [ 𝑗] to record whether it

overflows.

Compression: To compress a small array
¤A𝑖 of𝑤 counters, we build an empty HierarchicalTree

that has 𝑛1 = 𝑤 counters in the first layer. Then we sequentially insert each counter in
¤A𝑖 into the

HierarchicalTree. To insert the 𝑗𝑡ℎ counter
¤A𝑖 [ 𝑗], we increment 𝐿1 [ 𝑗] by ¤A𝑖 [ 𝑗]. If 𝐿1 [ 𝑗] overflows,

i.e., ¤A𝑖 [ 𝑗] ⩾ 2
𝛿1
, we perform the following carry-in operation: we set the overflowed counter

𝐿1 [ 𝑗] to ¤A𝑖 [ 𝑗]%2𝛿1 , set its 1-bit indicator 𝐼1 [ 𝑗] to true, and then increment its parent counter

by ⌊ ¤A𝑖 [ 𝑗]/2𝛿1⌋. In this way, the parent counter merges its child counters by summing up their

overflowed values, which is a lossy process. If the parent counter does not overflow, the carry-

in operation ends; otherwise, we repeat the carry-in operation on the parent counter. In our

implementation, we use SIMD to accelerate the compression procedure (see § 6.3).

Best recovery: To recover a small array at best effort (using the entire HierarchicalTree), we
first build an auxiliary HierarchicalTree. The auxiliary HierarchicalTree has the same shape as the

compressed HierarchicalTree, but each of its counter contains 32 bits. We first set the 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer of

the auxiliary HierarchicalTree to 𝐿𝑙 , i.e., set 𝐿′𝑙 = 𝐿𝑙 . Next, we recover the counters of the auxiliary

HierarchicalTree layer by layer from 𝐿′
𝑙−1 to 𝐿

′
1
. To recover the 𝑗𝑡ℎ counter in 𝐿′𝑖 , i.e., 𝐿

′
𝑖 [ 𝑗], we first

set 𝐿′𝑖 [ 𝑗] to 𝐿𝑖 [ 𝑗]. Then we check the 1-bit indicator of 𝐿𝑖 [ 𝑗] to see whether it overflows. If so, we

add 𝐿′𝑖 [ 𝑗] by 𝐿′𝑖+1 [⌊ 𝑗/^𝑖⌋] × 2
𝛿𝑖
, where 𝐿′𝑖+1 [⌊ 𝑗/^𝑖⌋] is the parent counter of 𝐿′𝑖 [ 𝑗]. The recovery

process is repeated layer by layer. Finally, we get the recovered small array, which is 𝐿′
1
.

Approximate recovery: The recovery procedure of TreeEncoding can be flexible. We can just

use high layer(s) of HierarchicalTree to approximately recover the small array. To recover from a

partial HierarchicalTree, we just perform the basic recovery process above, and treat the values of

the counters in the missing layers as zero.

Discussion: TreeEncoding cannot guarantee exact recovery, but under good choice of parameters,

it can achieve nearly lossless recovery. For each parent counter, we define it as a pure counter if
it records the overflowed value of only one child counter. We can see that only when all parent

counters are pure can TreeEncoding achieve exact recovery. This is because each non-pure counter

merges the overflowed values of child counters by summing them up, which is a lossy process. For

2-layer HierarchicalTrees (𝑙 = 2), we can modify the merging method to take the maximum among

all overflowed values, so as to reduce the error. We will empirically analyze the compression error

of TreeEncoding in Table 3.

Example (Figure 2):We use an example to show how to use TreeEncoding to compress and recover

a small array. We use a HierarchicalTree consisting of 𝑙 = 2 layers, both of which use 2-bit counters
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2-bit counters
𝐿!

0 1 2 2 1 2
2-bit counters

𝐿"

𝐼!

Original Sketch

𝜅! = 2

Partial HierarchicalTree
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32-bit
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Auxiliary HierarchicalTree

approximately recovered sketch
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only use 𝐿#

2 0 1 5 0 9 11 3 5 0 3 9

Fig. 2. Example of the TreeEncoding Algorithm.

(𝛿1 = 𝛿2 = 2), and we set ^1 = 2. 1) Compression: To compress the small array
¤A𝑖 , we sequentially

insert each of its counter into the empty HierarchicalTree. Specifically, to insert
¤A𝑖 [0] = 2, we

increment 𝐿1 [0] by 2. To insert
¤A𝑖 [3] = 5, we increment 𝐿1 [3] by 5. Since 𝐿1 [3] overflows, we

perform the carry-in operation: we set 𝐿1 [3] = 5%4 = 1, set the 1-bit indicator of 𝐿1 [3] to true,
and increment the parent counter 𝐿2 [1] by ⌊5/4⌋ = 1. 2) Approximate recovery: We use 𝐿2
and the 1-bit indicator of 𝐿1 to approximately recover the small array. First, we build an auxiliary

HierarchicalTree with 32-bit counters, and set its second layer 𝐿′
2
to 𝐿2. Then we sequentially recover

each counter in 𝐿′
1
. Specifically, to recover 𝐿′

1
[0], we first set it to 𝐿1 [0]. As 𝐿1 is missing, we set

𝐿′
1
[0] = 0. As 𝐿1 [0] does not overflow, its recovered value is 0. To recover 𝐿′

1
[3], we first set

𝐿′
1
[3] = 0. As 𝐿1 [3] overflows, we add 𝐿′1 [3] by 𝐿′2 [1] × 4 to get 𝐿′

1
[3] = 4, where 𝐿′

2
[1] is the parent

counter. Finally, we get the approximately recovered array (𝐿′
1
). 3) Best recovery: We can use the

entire HierarchicalTree to recover the array at best effort. In this example, if we add 𝐿1 to 𝐿
′
1
, the

recovered array will be exactly the original array.

[Optional] ShiftBfEncoder optimization (Figure 3): We propose a smart technique, namely

ShiftBfEncoder (Shifting Bloom filter Encoder), to compress the 1-bit indicators by >10× (see

Figure 6(d)). We notice that in practice, only a few counters overflow, so the 1-bit indicators are

very sparse. As shown in Figure 3, ShiftBfEncoder is also a bit string. To encode a 1-bit indicator, we

first divide the indicator into many consecutive groups, each of which contains 𝑥 bits (𝑥 = 4 in our

example). For each group, we hash it to 𝛾 positions in the ShiftBfEncoder, which is implemented by

hashing the group ID 𝛾 times (𝛾 = 2 in our example). We insert this group into ShiftBfEncoder by

performing bitwise OR operation in the 𝛾 positions. To recover a 1-bit indicator, we query each

group in ShiftBfEncoder: We recover this group by performing bitwise AND operation on its 𝛾

hashed values. As shown in Figure 3, to encode a group 0100, we locate its two hashed positions

0010 and 0000, and perform bitwise OR operation on them: 0100|0010 = 0110 and 0100|0000 = 0100.

To recover this group, we perform bitwise AND operation on its two hashed positions to get

0110&0100 = 0100.

ShiftBfEncoder can be further optimized. Notice that ShiftBfEncoder has false positive error

incurred by hash collisions: Consider a given group with true value 0000, if the values of its two

hashed positions are 1010 and 1000, its recovered value will be 1010&1000 = 1000, where an error

occurs at the first bit. We can reduce this error by adding more hashes, but this will reduce the

sparsity of ShiftBfEncoder, degrading overall accuracy. We observe that an error that occurs at

higher layer of HierarchicalTree has more serious impact than an error occurs at lower layer, because

higher layer records higher significant bits of the original counters. Thus, we propose to use more
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Decoding

··· 0000 0100 ?? ···

Encoding 1-bit indicator
··· 0000 0100 0001 ···

Group

0 0010 001000 0000 0

Hash

OR OR
0 0110 001000 0100 0

ShiftBfEncoder

··· 0000 ?? ?? ···
Group

0 0110 001100 0100 0
Hash

AND

1-bit indicator

Fig. 3. Example of the ShiftBfEncoder algorithm.

hashes for the groups in higher layer, and use fewer hashes for the groups in lower layer. In our

implementation, each group in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer uses 𝑖+1 hashed positions. In this way, the groups in

higher layer will have fewer errors.

Linear property: TreeEncoding keeps the linear property. In our implementation, instead of

building 𝑑 HierarchicalTrees with 𝑛1 = 𝑤 to compress each array
¤A𝑖 , we build one HierarchicalTree

with 𝑛1 = 𝑑 ×𝑤 to compress the 𝑑 arrays
¤A1, · · · , ¤A𝑑 . Let𝐶𝑇 (𝑆) be the HierarchicalTree of sketch 𝑆 .

To aggregate two HierarchicalTrees 𝐶𝑇 (𝑆1) and 𝐶𝑇 (𝑆2), we sum up every two counters in the same

position, during which if a resulted counter overflows, we perform the carry-in operation to update

the parent counter and set the indicator/ShiftBfEncoder. We merge the indicators/ShiftBfEncoders

of 𝐶𝑇 (𝑆1) and 𝐶𝑇 (𝑆2) by performing bitwise OR operation. The resulted HierarchicalTree 𝐶𝑇 (𝑆1) +
𝐶𝑇 (𝑆2) is exactly the HierarchicalTree built from 𝑆1 + 𝑆2, namely 𝐶𝑇 (𝑆1) +𝐶𝑇 (𝑆2) = 𝐶𝑇 (𝑆1 + 𝑆2).

3.3 The SketchSensing Algorithm
Compression: To compress a large array

¥A𝑖 of𝑤 counters, we first round all counters down to the

multiple of one predefined parameter 𝑟 (called rounding parameter). For example, if 𝑟 = 4, a counter

with the value of 69will be rounded to 68. This process reduces the information of the original array.

Next, we evenly split
¥A𝑖 into 𝑓 fragments (called original fragments), each of which has𝑚 = 𝑤

𝑓

counters. We generate the sensing matrix 𝜙 in compressive sensing from a random seed. Given a

predefined compressing ratio _, the size of 𝜙 should be𝑚 ×𝑚′
where𝑚′ = 𝑚

_
. Finally, we compress

the 𝑓 original fragments into 𝑓 smaller fragments (called sensing fragments) by multiplying each

original fragment with 𝜙 . In this way, each original fragment is compressed by _ times, and thus

the original array is compressed by _ times.

SketchSensing

Compress

32-bit countersOriginal Sketch Sensing Fragments

�̈�! 0 ~�̈�! 11

Approximately Recover

0 80 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 71 0 0

0 80 0 0 64 0 0 0 0 68 0 0
Round down r = 4

×× ×

sensing fragments
64 640 80 0 68

𝜙

0 80 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0

sensing matrix

64 64 Missing

64 640 80

0 80 0 0 64 0 0 0
Minimize 𝐿"Decode

Splice

A part of sensing fragments

𝜙 𝜙

1 1
0 1
1 0
1 0

1 1
0 1
1 0
1 0

1 1
0 1
1 0
1 0

sensing 
matrix

𝜙T

estimated freq. = 68Query

0 80 0 0 64 0 0 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

0 80 0 0 64 0 0 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
0 0 68 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 0 0 76

e

�̈�!

�̈�"
�̈�#

Fig. 4. Example of the SketchSensing Algorithm.
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Recovery: To recover a large array, we first decode each original fragment from the sensing

fragment and sensing matrix. As described in § 2.3, this can be done by solving an 𝐿1 optimization

problem. Compressive sensing guarantees that the original fragment can be perfectly recovered if

it is sparse enough. Finally, we assemble the decoded fragments into a complete array.

Approximate recovery: The recovery procedure of SketchSensing can be flexible. We can just use

a partial set of sensing fragments to approximately recover a sketch. An approximately recovered

sketch consisting of 𝑑 incomplete arrays can also answer queries: For each query, it accesses 𝑑

hashed counters, some of which might be missing. We consider the value of the missing counters as

invalid, and report the minimum value among other valid counters. As long as one of the 𝑑 hashed

counters is valid, the recovered sketch can report a valid result. Our theoretical and experimental

results show that a sketch recovered from 70% sensing fragments can report 95% valid results and

provide accurate estimation (ARE < 0.1).

Example (Figure 4): We use an example to show how to use SketchSensing to compress and

approximately recover a large array, and how to query an approximately recovered sketch. We set

𝑟 = 4, 𝑓 = 3, and _ = 2. 1) Compression: To compress the large array
¥A𝑖 , we first round all of its

counters down to the multiple of the rounding parameters (𝑟 = 4), and then evenly split
¥A𝑖 into

𝑓 = 3 original fragments, each of which has
𝑛
𝑓
= 4 counters. We generate a 4 × 2 sensing matrix

𝜙 , and multiply each fragment with 𝜙 to get the sensing fragments. 2) Approximate recovery:
We use the first two sensing fragments to approximately recover the large array. We decode each

original fragment by solving 𝐿1 optimization, and assemble the decoded fragments into one array.

As the third sensing fragment is missing, we treat the counters in the third original fragment as

invalid. 3) Query an approximately recovered sketch: Suppose we have an approximately

recovered sketch with two arrays. To query item 𝑒 , we locate its two hashed counters, where the

first counter is invalid, so we return the value of the second hashed counter 68 as the estimated

frequency.

Linear property: SketchSensing keeps the linear property. Let 𝐶𝑆 (𝑆) be the concatenation of all

sensing fragments of sketch 𝑆 . Since the compression operation of SketchSensing is just matrix

multiplication, which satisfies the distributive law. Therefore, we naturally have 𝐶𝑆 (𝑆1) +𝐶𝑆 (𝑆2) =
𝐶𝑆 (𝑆1 + 𝑆2).

3.4 Compressing Other Sketches
In addition to CM, TreeSensing can also compress other sketches, such as CU [40], Count [49],

CMM [41], CML [42], CSM [43], and etc. We briefly explain how to use TreeSensing to compress

them.

Count [37]: Count sketch can provide unbiased estimation, which uses the same data structure

as CM. Besides, it has 𝑑 hash functions 𝑠1 (·), · · · , 𝑠𝑑 (·), each of which maps an item to +1 or −1
uniformly. To insert item 𝑒 , Count adds each hashed counter A𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒)] by 𝑠𝑖 (𝑒). To compress the

Count sketch, we modify the separating strategy by separating counters according to their absolute

values. In TreeEncoding, a counter of HierarchicalTree can overflow positively or negatively, in

which cases we just perform the carry-in operation by adding or decreasing its parent counter. In

SketchSensing, we modify the rounding down operation to round each counter towards zero. For

example, if the rounding parameter 𝑟 = 4, a counter with the value of −63 will be rounded to −60.
The other procedures of TreeSensing remain unchanged.

CU [40], CMM [41], CML [42], and CSM [43]: These sketches devise many smart techniques to

improve accuracy. They all use the same data structure as CM. For example, CU sketch introduces

a conservative update (CU) strategy by only incrementing the smallest counter(s) in insertion. We
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can directly use TreeSensing to compress these sketches, where we use smaller 𝜏 and 𝑟 because

the counters in these sketches are generally smaller than in CM.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of theoretical results (“S-Theo.” refers to the simplified theorems using ˆ\𝑖 ).

4 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
4.1 Analyses of TreeEncoding
We first derive the correct rate of a CM sketch recovered using TreeEncoding in Theorem 4.1. Then

we derive the error bound of a recovered CM sketch in Theorem 4.2.

Consider a data stream with 𝑁 distinct items 𝑒1, · · · , 𝑒𝑁 . Consider the 𝑗𝑡ℎ array of a CM sketch

and its HierarchicalTree 𝑇𝑗 , which is a sub-part of the entire HierarchicalTree. Let \𝑖, 𝑗 be the ratio
of distinct items whose carry-in operations end at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer in 𝑇𝑗 . We have

∑𝑙
𝑖=1 \𝑖, 𝑗 = 1. Note

that for two different arrays of a CM sketch: A 𝑗1 and A 𝑗2 , \𝑖, 𝑗1 might not be equal to \𝑖, 𝑗2 . This is

because for an item, where its carry-in operation stops will also depend on the counts of other

distinct items hashed to the same or nearby counters. In other words, \𝑖, 𝑗 is decided by not only

the data distribution, but also the hash function ℎ 𝑗 (·) of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ array.

Theorem 4.1. The correctness rate of the estimation for an arbitrary item satisfies C = 1 −∏𝑑
𝑗=1

(
1 − P𝑗

)
, where P𝑗 =

∑𝑙
𝑖=1

(
\𝑖, 𝑗 ·

∏𝑖
𝑘=1

𝑃𝑘,𝑗
)
and 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 =

(
1 − 1

𝑛𝑖

)𝑁 ∑𝑙
𝑘=𝑖

\𝑘,𝑗−1
.

Proof. Let 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 denote the probability that one arbitrary counter at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer of the Hierar-
chicalTree 𝑇𝑗 records the exact value, i.e., no hash collisions occur in this counter. Note that only the
items whose carry-in operations end at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer or above the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer can have hash collisions
with this counter. The number of items whose carry-in operations reach the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer is 𝑁 · ∑𝑙

𝑘=𝑖
\𝑘,𝑗 .

As each of these items is uniformly hashed into one of the 𝑛𝑖 counters in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer, we have

𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 =

(
1 − 1

𝑛𝑖

)𝑁 ∑𝑙
𝑘=𝑖

\𝑘,𝑗−1
.

Let P𝑗 denote the expectation of the probability that an arbitrary counter in the 𝑗𝑡ℎ array of the
recovered CM sketch reports the exact frequency of one item. For an item whose carry-in operation
ends at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer, its reported frequency is exact iff no hash collisions occur in its counters in layer
𝐿1, · · · , 𝐿𝑖 . Thus, we have P𝑗 =

∑𝑙
𝑖=1

(
\𝑖, 𝑗 ·

∏𝑖
𝑘=1

𝑃𝑘,𝑗
)
.

Let C denote the correctness rate of the estimation for one arbitrary item. Since this item has an
error iff there are collisions in all of its 𝑑 hashed counters, we have C = 1 − ∏𝑑

𝑗=1 (1 − P𝑗 ). □

Theorem 4.2. Given an item 𝑒𝑘 , its estimated frequency 𝑓𝑘 reported by a recovered HierarchicalTree
has the following error bound:

Pr

{���𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

��� ⩽ 𝜖𝑉

}
⩾ 1 −

𝑑∏
𝑗=1

(
1

𝜖

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

\𝑖, 𝑗

𝑛𝑖

)
where 𝜖 is a small variable, 𝑓𝑘 is the real frequency of 𝑒𝑘 , and 𝑉 is the size of the data stream, i.e.,
𝑉 =

∑𝑁
𝑢=1 𝑓𝑢 .
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Proof. For HierarchicalTree 𝑇𝑗 , each of its layers 𝐿𝑖 can be considered to correspond with one

virtual hash function ℎ𝑖𝑗 (·) (1 ⩽ ℎ𝑖𝑗 (·) ⩽ 𝑛𝑖 ) that maps item into a counter in 𝐿𝑖 , which is determined

by the initial hash function ℎ 𝑗 (·) and the carry-in operations.

Let 𝐼𝑖, 𝑗,𝑘,𝑢 be an indicator variable, which is 1 if ℎ𝑖𝑗 (𝑒𝑘 ) = ℎ𝑖𝑗 (𝑒𝑢). Due to the pairwise independent
property of hash functions, we have E

(
𝐼𝑖, 𝑗,𝑘,𝑢

)
= 1

𝑛𝑖
.

Then we define a non-negative variable 𝑋𝑘,𝑗 as follows:

𝑋𝑘,𝑗 =

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

[
\𝑖, 𝑗 ·

𝑁∑︁
𝑢=1

(
𝑓𝑢 · 𝐼𝑖, 𝑗,𝑘,𝑢

) ]
Note that if there is a collision between 𝑒𝑘 and 𝑒𝑢 in some layer, then the overestimation error of

𝑓𝑘 caused by 𝑒𝑢 because of this collision is at most 𝑓𝑢 . Therefore, 𝑋𝑘,𝑗 reflects an upper bound of

the expectation of the error caused by collisions happening at all the layers when querying an

arbitrary counter in the recovered sketch. Then we have 𝑓𝑘 ⩽ 𝑓𝑘 +min
𝑑
𝑗=1

(
𝑋𝑘,𝑗

)
.

The expectation of 𝑋𝑘,𝑗 can be calculated as follows:

E
(
𝑋𝑘,𝑗

)
=

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

[
\𝑖, 𝑗 ·

𝑁∑︁
𝑢=1

(
𝑓𝑢 · E

(
𝐼𝑖, 𝑗,𝑘,𝑢

) ) ]
=

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

[
\𝑖, 𝑗 ·

𝑁∑︁
𝑢=1

𝑓𝑢 · 1

𝑛𝑖

]
=

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

[
\𝑖, 𝑗

𝑛𝑖
·𝑉

]
= 𝑉 ·

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

\𝑖, 𝑗

𝑛𝑖

According to the Markov inequality, we have:

Pr

{���𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

��� ⩾ 𝜖𝑉

}
⩽ Pr

{(
𝑑

min

𝑗=1
𝑋𝑘,𝑗

)
⩾ 𝜖𝑉

}
=

𝑑∏
𝑗=1

Pr

{
𝑋𝑘,𝑗 ⩾ 𝜖𝑉

}
⩽

𝑑∏
𝑗=1

[
1

𝜖𝑉
· E

(
𝑋𝑘,𝑗

) ]
=

𝑑∏
𝑗=1

(
1

𝜖

𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

\𝑖, 𝑗

𝑛𝑖

)
□

Discussion: 1) In Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, \𝑖, 𝑗 is jointly determined by data distribution and

hash functions. We can simplify the form of \𝑖, 𝑗 by ignoring the effect of hash collisions. Specifically,

given an arbitrary item 𝑒𝑢 , suppose its frequency satisfies that 2

∑𝑙𝑢 −1
𝑖=1

𝛿𝑖 ⩽ 𝑓𝑢 < 2

∑𝑙𝑢
𝑖=1

𝛿𝑖
. Then we

assume all the 𝑑 carry-in operations of 𝑒𝑢 ends at the 𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑢 layer. In this way, for ∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑙], we have
\𝑖,1 = · · · = \𝑖,𝑑 = ˆ\𝑖 , where ˆ\𝑖 is the ratio of distinct items whose carry-in operations end at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ

layer. Finally, we can simplify the two theorems by replacing \𝑖, 𝑗 with ˆ\𝑖 . 2) To get the theoretical

results of non-compressed CM sketch, we can set 𝑙 = 1 (in such case \1, 𝑗 = 1 for ∀𝑗 ) in Theorem 4.1

and Theorem 4.2. Afterwards, the two theorems will degenerate into the corresponding correct

rate and error bound of the non-compressed CM sketch.

Experimental analysis (Figure 5(a)-5(b)): We conduct experiments to validate Theorem 4.1

and Theorem 4.2, and compare HierarchicalTree with non-compressed CM sketch. To evaluate the

worst-case performance of TreeEncoding, we use Zipf dataset with the skewness of 0 (see details in

§ 6.1). We set 𝑑 = 3 and 𝑙 = 3. Figure 5(a) shows the experimental and theoretical correct rate of

HierarchicalTree and CM sketch.We can see that the theoretical results are highly consistent with the

experimental results for bothHierarchicalTree and non-compressed CM, andHierarchicalTree always
outperforms CM experimentally and theoretically. Figure 5(b) shows the guaranteed probability

(error bound). We can see that when 𝜖𝑉 > 30, the experimental results of HierarchicalTree are
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close to the theoretical results, and HierarchicalTree also always outperforms CM experimentally
and theoretically. In addition, from Figure 5(a)-5(b), we observe that the simplified theorems of

TreeEncoding are almost the same as the original theorems, meaning that our assumption on
ˆ\𝑖 is

reasonable.

4.2 Analyses of SketchSensing
We derive the valid query rate of the approximate recovery process of SketchSensing in Theorem 4.3,

and derive the error bound of an approximately recovered CM sketch in Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 4.3. After decoding sensing fragments with a ratio of `, SketchSensing can report valid
results for an arbitrary item 𝑒𝑘 with a ratio of P = 1 − (1 − `)𝑑 , where 𝑑 is the number of arrays in a
sketch.

Proof. Let 𝐼𝑖 , · · · , 𝐼𝑑 be 𝑑 indicating variables where 𝐼𝑖 = 1 if the 𝑖𝑡ℎ hashed counter of 𝑒𝑘
A𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒𝑘 )] is valid. The approximately recovered sketch reports valid result for 𝑒𝑘 if and only if at

least one hashed counter is valid. Therefore, we have

P = Pr

{
𝑑∨
𝑖=1

(𝐼𝑖 = 1)
}
= 1 −

𝑑∏
𝑖=1

Pr {𝐼𝑖 = 0} = 1 − (1 − `)𝑑

□

Theorem 4.4. For an approximately recovered CM sketch using sensing fragments with a ratio of `,
when it reports a valid result for item 𝑒𝑘 , the estimated frequency 𝑓𝑘 has the following error bound:

Pr

{���𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

��� ⩽ 𝜖𝑉

}
⩾ 1 −

( `

𝑤𝜖
+ 1 − `)𝑑 − (1 − `)𝑑

1 − (1 − `)𝑑
,

where 𝑓𝑘 is the real frequency of 𝑒𝑘 (suppose 𝑓𝑘 > 𝜏), 𝑉 is the size of the data stream, i.e., the number
of items in the data stream, and𝑤 is the number of counters in each array of the CM sketch.

Proof. Let A𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒𝑘 )] be the value of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ hashed counter of 𝑒𝑘 before performing the

rounding down operation. The expected number of items mapped to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ hashed counter is at

most 𝑓𝑘 + 𝑉
𝑤
. Thus, we have E (A𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒𝑘 )]) ⩽ E

(
A𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒𝑘 )]

)
⩽ 𝑓𝑘 + 𝑉

𝑤
.

According to the Markov inequality, we have

Pr {|A𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒𝑘 )] − 𝑓𝑘 | ⩾ 𝜖𝑉 } ⩽ E (A𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒𝑘 )]) − 𝑓𝑘

𝜖𝑉
⩽

1

𝜖𝑤

Next, according to the law of total probability and the Binomial theorem, we have

Pr

{���𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

��� ⩾ 𝜖𝑉

}
=

𝑑∑︁
𝑖=1

Pr {𝜓𝑖 } · Pr
{���𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

��� ⩾ 𝜖𝑉 | 𝜓𝑖

}
<

𝑑∑︁
𝑖=1

(
𝑑
𝑖

)
`𝑖 (1 − `)𝑑−𝑖

1 − (1 − `)𝑑
·
(
1

𝜖𝑤

)𝑖
=

( `

𝑤𝜖
+ 1 − `)𝑑 − (1 − `)𝑑

1 − (1 − `)𝑑

where𝜓𝑖 denotes the event that there are 𝑖 valid counters among the 𝑑 hashed counters of 𝑒𝑘 . □

Experimental analysis (Figure 5(c)-5(d)): We conduct experiments to validate Theorem 4.3

and Theorem 4.4. We use the Zipf dataset with the skewness of 0 and set 𝑑 = 3 (see details in

§ 6.1). Figure 5(c) shows the experimental and theoretical valid query rate of SketchSensing under

different fragment decoding ratio `. We can see that the theoretical results are highly consistent

with the experimental results. Figure 5(d) shows the guaranteed probability (error bound). We can
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see that higher decoding ratio ` goes with higher guaranteed probability, and when 𝜖𝑉 > 55, the

experimental results of SketchSensing are close to the theoretical results.

5 APPLICATIONS
5.1 Distributed Measurement
Consider a distributed measurement system with 𝑛 measurement nodes and one central analyzer.

In each measurement period, each node 𝑁𝑖 builds a local sketch 𝑆𝑖 . At the end of each measurement

period, each node 𝑁𝑖 uses TreeSensing to compress its local sketch to 𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ), and then sends

the compressed sketch to the analyzer. The analyzer aggregates the 𝑛 compressed sketches into

one

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ). As TreeSensing keeps the linear property, we have

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) = 𝐶 (∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 ).
Afterwards, the analyzer performs once recovery operation to get

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 , and uses this aggregated

sketch to answer queries. In this scenario, we can flexibly choose to use the two components of

TreeSensing. For applications that only care about the accuracy of frequent items, we can only use

SketchSensing. We can also dynamically choose appropriate compression ratio of SketchSensing and

number of transmitted layers of TreeEncoding to strike a balance between bandwidth and accuracy.

Privacy-preserving distributed measurement: In the above scenario, an attacker inside the

network may eavesdrop on the compressed sketches, making the measurement process not secure.

This problem is significantly severe in mobile scenarios such as wireless sensor network (WSN)

data aggregation [69, 70], smart meter data collection [71, 72], and mobile users data collection

[31, 73] because of the open wireless medium. Next, we leverage the linear property to combine

TreeSensing with homomorphic encryption to achieve efficient privacy-preserving distributed

measurement. Homomorphic encryption is a kind of encryption method that allows operations

on plaintext to be performed by operating on corresponding ciphertext: Let 𝐸 (𝑥) denote the

encryption of the message 𝑥 using a public-key. 𝐸 (𝑥) satisfies that 𝐸 (𝑥 + 𝑦) = 𝐸 (𝑥) · 𝐸 (𝑦). Typical
homomorphic cryptosystems include Benaloh [74], Paillier [75], and more [76]. In our design, each

node first encrypts the compressed sketch 𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) into 𝐸 (𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 )) using a public-key, and then sends

the encrypted message to the central analyzer. To guarantee efficiency, we only encrypt a small

part of the compressed sketch, e.g., several counters in each sensing fragment
4
, or some counters

in high layers of HierarchicalTree. Note that we do not encrypt the ShiftBfEncoder. The central

analyzer multiplies the 𝑛 received messages to get

∏𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐸 (𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 )), and then decrypts this ciphertext

using the secret-key and recovers the aggregated sketch. From the properties of homomorphic

encryption, we have

∏𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐸 (𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 )) = 𝐸 (∑𝑛

𝑖=1𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 )). As TreeSensing keeps the linear property,

we have

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 ) = 𝐶 (∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 ). And thus, we have

∏𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐸 (𝐶 (𝑆𝑖 )) = 𝐸 (𝐶 (∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 )). Therefore,
the central analyzer just performs one decryption and one recovery operation.

5.2 Distributed Machine Learning
Typical distributed machine learning (DML) system consists of multiple workers and one parameter

server. Each worker proposes gradient based on its own data shard, and then the parameter server

aggregates gradients from all workers and broadcasts model update. To speedup DML, people try to

compress the gradients using some low-precision methods, so as to reduce the communication time

[25, 77–83]. SketchML [25] uses a Quantile sketch [84] to encode each gradient value into an integer

within a range ([0,𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒]), and uses a MinMax sketch to compactly record these integers.

With TreeSensing, we can build a larger MinMax sketch on each worker, and then compress it into

small size to send. In real-world DML systems, we have the following two observations: 1) Most

counters of a MinMax sketch are either unused or have small values. This is because the gradient

values usually conform to a nonuniform distribution, where most of the values are close to 0 [25].

4
A sensing fragment cannot be decoded if some of its counters are missing.
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2) Small gradients are less important than large gradients for model convergence, so small counters

in MinMax sketch are less important than large counters. Based on the two observations, we only

use SketchSensing to compress the large sketch, and discard the small counters. Before compression,

we not only set the counters with small values to zero, but also set the unused counters to zero.
This is because the unused counters are not hashed by any key, and thus will never be accessed in

query, so we can simply ignore them to improve sparsity.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Experimental Setup
Platform: We conduct experiments on a CPU platform (§ 6.2-§ 6.6) and an FPGA platform (§ 6.7).

The CPU platform is an 18-core 4.2GHz CPU server (Intel i9-10980XE) with 128GB 3200MHz

DDR4 memory and 24.75MB L3 cache. The FPGA platform (Virtex-7 VC709) is integrated with

XC7VX690T-2FFG1761I
5
with 433200 Slice LUTs, 866400 Slice Register, 1470 Block RAM Tile (i.e.,

52.9Mb on-chip memory), 850 Bonded IOB, and 32 BUFGCTRL.

Implementation and settings: On CPU, we implement TreeSensing with C++ and build it

with g++ 7.5.0. We use 32-bit Murmur Hash [86] and BOB Hash [87] with different seeds. For

TreeEncoding, we list three recommended shapes of HierarchicalTree in Table 2. We also implement

three existing sketch compression algorithms: Cluster-Reduce [26], Hokusai [35], and Elastic [36].

We apply TreeSensing and existing algorithms on six sketches: CM [1], CU [40], Count [37], CMM

[41], CML [42], and CSM [43]. In addition, we use C++ to simulate a distributed machine learning

system and deploy SketchML [25] in it, where we use TreeSensing and Cluster-Reduce [26] to

compress the MinMax sketch [25].

Table 2. Parameters of three shapes of HierarchicalTree.

Shape 𝑙 𝛿1 𝛿2 𝛿3 ^1 ^2 SIMD Ratio
#1 2 4 8 − 4 − × 5.0

#2 3 4 4 4 2 2 × 5.0

#3 2 8 16 − 8 − ✓ 3.0

Datasets: For experiments on data streams, we use two real-world datasets and one synthetic

dataset. 1) CAIDA [88]: IP trace datasets collected on backbone links by CAIDA 2018. We use two

traces of different sizes: a small-scale 1-minute trace containing about 30M items, and a large-scale

1-hour trace containing about 1.5G items. 2) Criteo [89]: An online advertising click data stream

consisting of about 45M ad impressions. 3) Zipf: We use Web Polygraph [90] to generate multiple

datasets according to Zipf distribution [48] with different skewness. Each dataset has 32M items. For

experiments on machine learning (§ 6.6), we use the Twin gas sensor arrays dataset download
from UCI Machine Learning Repository [91], which contains 640 instances and 10

5
features.

Metrics: 1) Average Relative Error (ARE): 1

|𝛹 |
∑

𝑒𝑖 ∈𝛹 |𝑓𝑖 − ˆ𝑓𝑖 |/𝑓𝑖 , where 𝑓𝑖 is the real frequency of

item 𝑒𝑖 , �̂�𝑖 is the estimated frequency, and𝛹 is the query set. For Top-𝑘 ARE,𝛹 consists of the top-𝑘

frequent items (𝑘 = 500 by default). For Full ARE,𝛹 consists of all items. 2) Compression Error
(CE): 1

𝑑×𝑤
∑𝑑

𝑖=1

∑𝑤
𝑗=1

���Â𝑖 [ 𝑗] − A𝑖 [ 𝑗]
���, where Â𝑖 is the 𝑖

𝑡ℎ
array of the recovered sketch. 3) Loss:

For classification (using logistic regression), we use cross entropy. For linear regression, we use

L2-norm.

5
“XC7VX690T-2FFG1761I” is the manufacturer part number of a Xilinx FPGA [85].
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6.2 Impact of Algorithm Parameters
By default, we use CM sketch and the 1-minute CAIDA dataset, and set 𝜏 = 4096 and 𝑟 = 4.

For experiments reporting top-𝑘 ARE, we only use SketchSensing. For experiments reporting full

ARE, we use both TreeEncoding and SketchSensing, where we use the HierarchicalTree of Shape #1
(without SIMD) and set _ = 10.

Performance of three recommended HierarchicalTrees (Figure 6(a)): We find that all the

three shapes achieve similar accuracy as the non-compressed sketch. When compressing a 13.2KB

sketch, the ARE of the three shapes are 0.0113, 0.01012, and 0.0100, while that of the non-compressed

sketch is 0.0100.

Impact of HierarchicalTree shape (Figure 6(b)): We find that a HierarchicalTree with smaller 𝑙

and^ has smaller error. This is because larger 𝑙 and^ go with more collisions at high layer. We fix the

memory of HierarchicalTree to be about 1.4MB, and vary the shape of HierarchicalTree by changing

𝑙 , ^, and 𝛿 (suppose all layers use the same ^). We can see when 𝑙 = 2 and ^ = 4, TreeEncoding has

< 1 compression error. In practice, we recommend to use a 2-layer HierarchicalTree with ^ < 8.

Impact of TreeEncoding compression ratio (Figure 6(c)):We find that the compression ratio

of TreeEncoding can be roughly tuned by varying the shape of HierarchicalTree. We set 𝑙 = 2,

^1 = 4, and change 𝛿1 and 𝛿2 from 2 to 8 to achieve a compression ratio from 2.8 to 8.0. We can see

that in general, smaller compression ratio goes with smaller ARE, and when compression ratio is

<5.4, TreeEncoding achieves nearly lossless recovery. More finer-grained compression ratios can be

achieved by further changing 𝑙 and ^.
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Fig. 6. Accuracy of TreeEncoding.
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Fig. 7. Accuracy of SketchSensing.

Impact of the memory of ShiftBfEncoder (Figure 6(d)):We find that the memory of ShiftBfEn-

coder is negligible. We can see that to compress a 13.2MB sketch, a 40KB ShiftBfEncoder suffices

for high accuracy. The ARE of a non-compressed 13.2MB sketch is 0.01 (see Figure 6(a)), while the

ARE of TreeEncoding using 40KB ShiftBfEncoder is 0.012. By contrast, the 1-bit indicators need

about 600KB memory, which is 15× larger than ShiftBfEncoder.

Flexibility of TreeEncoding (Figure 6(e)): We find that an approximately recovered sketch from

a partial HierarchicalTree can provide accurate estimation. We use the HierarchicalTree of Shape
#2, and recover the sketch using the highest layer (L3), the highest two layers (L2+L3), and the

entire HierarchicalTree (L1+L2+L3), respectively. Here, the query set consists of the items with real

frequencies larger than 256. We can see that the approximately recovered sketches using L3 and

L2+L3 achieve about 0.1 and 0.01 ARE, respectively.

Compression error of TreeEncoding (Table 3): We find that TreeEncoding has always <0.85 CE

and <0.03 ARE, meaning that although TreeEncoding is not lossless, the recovered sketch has small
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Table 3. Compression error of TreeEncoding.

Shape Memory Merge Pure Ratio CE ARE

#1

(2 layers)

9MB sum 0.85 0.028

9MB max

98.08%

0.47 0.027

12MB sum 0.48 0.012

12MB max

98.89%

0.27 0.011

#2

(3 layers)

9MB sum 99.77% 0.30 0.026

12MB sum 99.87% 0.17 0.011

error and can provide very high accuracy. We can see that >98% parent counters are pure counters,

which is the reason why TreeEncoding achieves almost similar accuracy as lossless methods. We

also observe that the maximum merging method has smaller error than sum merging. Thus, when

using 2-layer HierarchicalTree (𝑙 = 2), we recommend to use the maximum merging method.

Impact of SketchSensing compression ratio (_) (Figure 7(a)):We find that SketchSensing always
achieves similar accuracy as the non-compressed sketch under different compression ratio. This

is because under current separating threshold, the large sketch is sparse enough for compressive

sensing to achieve lossless recovery.

Impact of rounding parameter (𝑟 ) (Figure 7(b)): We find that the optimal value of 𝑟 is 4. When

using small memory (<1.2MB), larger 𝑟 goes with smaller top-𝑘 ARE, because the rounding down

operation offsets the overestimation error of CM. When using large memory (1.44MB), the ARE of

𝑟 = 8 is larger than that of using small 𝑟 . This is because larger 𝑟 leads to more underestimation

error. In practice, we recommend to set 𝑟 to a small value, such as 4.

Table 4. Performance of SketchSensing (‘SR’ refers to the success rate of decoding each sensing fragment).

Matrix Algo. Top-𝑘 ARE (×10−3) CE
(×10−2) SR

𝑘=500 𝑘=1000 𝑘=1500

BM

L1 1.76 3.03 4.27 0.00 100%

IRLS 1.69 2.93 4.12 3.10 100%

OMP 1.74 3.29 4.50 1.23 99.2%

GM

L1 1.76 3.03 4.27 0.00 100%

IRLS 1.96 3.24 4.67 2.98 97.8%

OMP 2.28 3.69 3.69 1.22 95.8%

Impact of sensingmatrix and recovery algorithm (Table 4 and Figure 7(c)):We find Bernoulli

Matrix (BM) and L1 optimisation are the most suitable sensing matrix and recovery algorithm

for SketchSensing. We evaluate SketchSensing under different sensing matrices (BM [57], GM [56])

and recovery algorithms (L1 [61], OMP [62], IRLS [63]). We can see that SketchSensing has high

accuracy across all sensing matrices and recovery algorithms, where the combination of BM/GM

and L1 achieves lossless recovery. From Figure 7(c), we also observe that L1 is better than OMP and

IRLS. In practice, we recommend to use BM and L1 because they have relatively higher accuracy,

and BM only involves fast integer calculations (whereas GM involves float calculations).

Flexibility of SketchSensing (Figure 7(d)-7(e)):We find that an approximately recovered sketch

from a part of sensing fragments can also provide accurate estimation. We can see that when 𝑑 = 5,

a sketch recovered from 70%/90% sensing fragments can report >95%/>99.9% valid results with

<0.1/<0.005 top-𝑘 ARE.

Impact of separating threshold (𝜏) (Figure 8(a)):We find that the optimal value of the separating

threshold is from 256 to 2048. When 𝜏 is small, the large sketch is not sparse enough for compressive

sensing to achieve lossless recovery, and thus both top-𝑘 ARE and full ARE become large. When 𝜏
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Fig. 8. Performance of TreeSensing (‘TS’, ‘TE’, and ‘SS’ refer to ‘TreeSensing’, ‘TreeEncoding’, and ‘Sketch-
Sensing’, respectively).

is large, top-500 ARE remains unchanged because compressive sensing always achieves lossless

recovery. But as 𝜏 grows larger, top-1000 and top-2000 ARE become larger. This is because when

𝜏 is larger than the frequency of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ largest item, some items in the top-𝑘 query set will

be compressed using TreeEncoding, which has larger error than SketchSensing. In practice, we

recommend setting 𝜏 to the minimum value that can make the large sketch sparse enough for

compressive sensing to achieve lossless recovery, e.g., the 95𝑡ℎ-percentile of all counters.
TreeSensing over only using SketchSensing (Figure 8(b)):We find that TreeSensing suits for

the tasks of full ARE, and SketchSensing suits for the tasks of top-𝑘 ARE. For tasks reporting top-100

ARE, TreeSensing and SketchSensing have the same accuracy. As 𝑘 increases, the ARE gap between

TreeSensing and SketchSensing becomes larger. For tasks reporting full ARE, TreeSensing has
100× lower ARE than SketchSensing. Thus, for applications that only care about the accuracy

of frequent items, we recommend using just SketchSensing. Otherwise, we recommend using

TreeSensing.
Minimum size of the compressed sketch (Figure 8(c)): We find that as the required ARE goes

larger, the minimum size of the compressed sketch goes smaller. And in the tasks of reporting

top-𝑘 ARE, the compressed sketch can be significantly smaller than that in the tasks of reporting

full ARE. We use TreeSensing to compress a 15MB sketch, and report the minimum size of the

compressed sketch at different ARE requirements. When the required full/top-𝑘 ARE is 0.5, we can

compress the sketch by 30.5×/49.6×.
Impact of different hash functions (Figure 8(d)): We find that TreeSensing has almost the

same accuracy across different hash functions, meaning that TreeSensing can be applied to the

sketch using any hash function that has uniformly distributed outputs.

Efficiency of TreeEncoding (Figure 8(e)-8(f)): We find that the compression/recovery speed

of TreeEncoding reaches up to 1.38Gbps/7.04Gbps. TreeEncoding only takes 78ms/20ms to com-

press/recover a 13.2MB sketch. By contrast, it takes 2.71s to build a 13.2MB sketch, which is 34.7×
larger than the compression time.

Efficiency of SketchSensing (Figure 8(g)-8(h)):We find that larger compression ratio _ goes with

faster compression/recovery speed of SketchSensing, which reaches up to 2.51Gbps and 0.32Gbps,

respectively. This is because larger _ goes with smaller sensing matrix, and thus leads to smaller

computation overhead. We can see that SketchSensing only takes 4.5 milliseconds to compress a

1.44MB sketch by 10 times, and takes 36 milliseconds to recover it. By contrast, it takes 2.59 seconds

to build a 1.44MB sketch, which is 575.6× larger than the compression time.

Performance of TreeSensing on large-scale dataset (Figure 8(i)-8(j)):We find that on large-

scale datasets, TreeSensing also has fast speed and high accuracy. We use the large-scale CAIDA
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dataset with 1.5G items, where we build larger sketches and use TreeSensing to compress them.

We can see that for a 264MB sketch, it only takes 1.5s and 0.76s for TreeSensing to compress and

recover it, respectively. The Compression Error is smaller than 2, and the full/top-5K ARE is smaller

than 10
−2
/10

−7
, respectively.

Parameter setup methods: 1) For TreeEncoding, we recommend using a HierarchicalTree with
𝑙 = 2 and ^ < 8 (Figure 6(b)), and using a small-sized ShiftBfEncoder, such as 0.3% of the sketch size

(Figure 6(d)). We can dynamically tune 𝛿 to balance between accuracy and compression ratio, and

in general, TreeEncoding can achieve lossless recovery under <5.4 compression ratio (Figure 6(c)).

For example, we recommend using Shape #1 in Table 2, which can compress the sketch by 5

times and achieve nearly lossless recovery (CE<0.85). If user wants to use SIMD acceleration, we

recommend Shape #3 because it satisfies the alignment requirement of 256-bit AVX2 register. 2)

For SketchSensing, we recommend using a small 𝑟 , such as 4 (Figure 7(b)), and using Bernoulli

Matrix [57] and L1 optimization [61] (Table 4 and Figure 7(c)). We can dynamically tune _ to

balance between accuracy and compression ratio, and in general, SketchSensing can achieve lossless

recovery when _ < 8 (Figure 7(a)). We recommend setting the fragment size𝑚 to 256 or 512. 3)

Finally, we recommend setting the separating threshold 𝜏 to the minimum value that can make the

large sketch satisfy the sparsity requirement of compressive sensing (Table 8(a)). In practice, we

can set 𝜏 to the 95
𝑡ℎ
-percentile of the values of all counters.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of top-𝑘 ARE (red line indicates the ARE of non-compressed sketch).
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Fig. 10. Comparison of full ARE (red line indicates the ARE of non-compressed sketch).

6.3 Comparison with Prior Art
We compare TreeSensing (TS) with Hokusai [35], Elastic [36], and Cluster-Reduce (CR) [26] on

five sketches with only positive counters (CM [1], CU [40], CMM [41], CML [41], and CSM [43]) and

one sketch with both positive and negative counters (Count [37]). By default, we use the 1-minute

CAIDA and set 𝜏 = 4096. For tasks reporting top-𝑘 ARE, we only use SketchSensing to compress

a 0.78MB sketch. For tasks reporting full ARE, we use both TreeEncoding (Shape #4, with SIMD

acceleration) and SketchSensing (with _ = 6). We set the memory of the compressed sketch to be

the same across all algorithms, which is
1

2
of the original memory.

Top-𝑘 ARE on the sketches with only positive counters (Figure 9): We find that for all of the

five sketches, the top-𝑘 ARE of TreeSensing is almost the same as the non-compressed sketch,

meaning that SketchSensing achieves nearly lossless recovery. In particular, on CU sketch, the top-𝑘

ARE of TreeSensing is at least 100× lower than CR and Hokusai. We observe that the top-𝑘 ARE

of TreeSensing is sometimes lower than non-compressed sketch. This is because the rounding

technique fortunately offsets the overestimation error. We notice that on CU and CML, Elastic also

achieves similar top-𝑘 ARE as the non-compressed sketch. This is because the maximum merge
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operation of Elastic tends to protect large counters. However, as will be described later, Elastic is

unfriendly to small counters and thus have poor full ARE.

Full ARE on the sketches with only positive counters (Figure 10): We find that for all

of the five sketches, the full ARE of TreeSensing is almost the same as the non-compressed

sketch, meaning that TreeSensing achieves nearly lossless recovery. In addition, we can see that

TreeSensing always outperforms other algorithms on all the five sketches. Specifically, on CM

sketch, TreeSensing achieves at least 6.2×, 4.3×, and 1.7× smaller full ARE than Hokusai, Elastic,

and Cluster-Reduce. In particular, we notice that the full ARE of Elastic is significantly higher than

TreeSensing and CR. This is because the merging operation of Elastic inevitably loses information

of the infrequent items.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of accuracy on Count sketch (red line indicates the ARE of non-compressed sketch).

Accuracy on Count sketch (Figure 11):We find that compared to the non-compressed sketch,

TreeSensing has slightly higher top-𝑘 ARE and almost the same full ARE. We can see that

TreeSensing significantly outperforms other algorithms on both top-𝑘 ARE and full ARE. Specifi-

cally, TreeSensing achieves up to 8.2× smaller top-𝑘 ARE and up to 6.4× smaller full ARE than

other algorithms. Note that Elastic cannot compress the sketch with negative counters.

Compression efficiency (Figure 12): We find that TreeSensing is 3∼6 times faster than Cluster-

Reduce, but is slower than Hokusai and Elastic. In Figure 12(a), we only use SketchSensing. We can

see that to compress a 1.44MB sketch, it takes 10.0ms, 0.7ms, 2.4ms, and 50.0ms for TreeSensing,
Hokusai, Elastic, and CR. In Figure 12(b), we use both TreeEncoding and SketchSensing. We can see

that to compress a 13.2MB sketch, it takes 69.1ms, 6.7ms, 17.0ms, and 353.1ms for TreeSensing,
Hokusai, Elastic, and CR.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of compression efficiency.

Evaluation on other datasets (Figure 13): We find that TreeSensing also outperforms other

algorithms on other datasets. For example, on Zipf2.4 dataset, the top-𝑘/full ARE of TreeSensing is
8.4×/4.8×, 1.1×/3.0×, and 1.1×/1.7× lower than Hokusai, Elastic, and Cluster-Reduce, respectively.

Summary (Table 5): We first summarize the trade-off of prior art. 1) Linearity: Elastic and CR

do not satisfy the linear property, and thus they cannot achieve fast aggregation in distributed

measurement. 2) Generality: Elastic cannot compress the sketch with negative counters, so it cannot

compress Count sketch. 3) Top-𝑘 accuracy: As a whole, Elastic has better top-𝑘 ARE than CR and

Hokusai. On CM, CU, and CML, Elastic has almost the same top-𝑘 ARE as non-compressed sketch.

But on CMM and CSM, its top-𝑘 ARE is the worst. 4) Full accuracy: As a whole, CR has better full
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Fig. 13. Experiments on other datasets.

ARE than Elastic and Hokusai. But on CMM, its full ARE is the worst. We notice that none of prior

art achieve nearly the same full ARE as non-compressed sketch. 5) Speed: Hokusai and Elastic are

very fast. But CR is very slow due to its large computation complexity.

By contrast, TreeSensing satisfies the linear property and is general to the sketch with negative

counters. TreeSensing has almost the same top-𝑘 ARE and full ARE as non-compressed sketch,

meaning that it can achieve nearly lossless recovery. In addition, TreeSensing achieves consistently
high accuracy across all the six sketches, whereas none of prior art has stable ARE across all sketches.

Finally, TreeSensing is significantly faster than CR but slightly slower than Hokusai and Elastic.

Table 5. Summary of empirical comparison with prior art.

Algorithm Linearity Generality Top-𝑘 ACC. Full ACC. Speed

Hokusai ✓ ✓ Low Low Very fast

Elastic × × High Low Very fast

CR × ✓ Medium Medium Slow

TS (ours) ✓ ✓ High High Fast

6.4 Application in Distributed Measurement
We apply TreeSensing to a distributed measurement system and compare it with Hokusai [35],

Elastic [36], and Cluster-Reduce (CR) [26] on CM [1]. By default, there are eight measurement

nodes in our system. For tasks reporting top-𝑘 ARE, we only use SketchSensing. For tasks reporting
full ARE, we use both TreeEncoding and SketchSensing. We set the memory of the compressed

sketches to be the same across all algorithms, which is
1

2
of the original memory. We use Paillier

cryptosystem [75] to encrypt 5% counters in each sensing fragment, achieving privacy-preserving

measurement.
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Fig. 14. Experiments in distributed measurement (red line indicates the ARE of non-compressed sketch).

Accuracy in distributed measurement (Figure 14(a)-14(b)): We find that TreeSensing always

outperforms other algorithms on both top-𝑘 ARE and full ARE, and TreeSensing achieves almost

the same accuracy as non-compressed sketch. From Figure 14(a), we can see that when using local

sketches of 0.6MB, the top-𝑘 ARE of TreeSensing is 48.83×, 3.74×, and 2.44× lower than Hokusai,

Elastic, and Cluster-Reduce, respectively. From Figure 14(b), we can see that when using local

sketches of 6.6MB, the full ARE of TreeSensing is 6.58×, 6.18×, and 2.90× lower than than Hokusai,

Elastic, and Cluster-Reduce, respectively.
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Efficiency of privacy-preserving distributed measurement (Figure 14(c)):We find that the

time cost of homomorphic encryption and decryption is very small. We can see that it only takes

13.9ms/4.7ms to encrypt/decrypt a 1.2MB sketch, respectively.

Comparison between linear and non-linear aggregation (Figure 14(d)-14(e)):We find that

linear aggregation is significantly faster than non-linear aggregation. In Figure 14(d), we compare

the aggregation time between linear and non-linear modes of TreeSensing. We can see that when

there are 8 nodes, linear aggregation is 4.9× faster than non-linear aggregation. As the system scale

grows, this gap will become larger. This is because in linear mode, we just perform one recovery

operation, while in non-linear mode, we need to recover all local sketches. In Figure 14(e), we

compare the decryption+aggregation time in privacy-preserving measurement between the two

modes. The results are similar as in Figure 14(d). In linear mode, we just perform one decryption

and one recovery operation, whereas in non-linear mode, we must decrypt and recover all local

sketches.
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Fig. 15. Experiments in data management scenes.

6.5 Application in Data Management Scenes
To better show the benefit of TreeSensing to data management community, we apply TreeSensing
to the task of join-aggregate estimation [92], and integrate TreeSensing into Redis [93].

Join-aggregate estimation (Figure 15(a)-15(c)): Given two data streams 𝐹 and𝐺 with 𝑁 distinct

items. Let 𝑓𝑖 and 𝑔𝑖 denote the frequencies of an item 𝑒𝑖 in 𝐹 and𝐺 . The result of the join-aggregate

query is defined as 𝐽 =
∑𝑁

𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 · 𝑔𝑖 . Join-aggregate estimation is the base of many data management

applications, such as query optimizer in DBMS [7, 94, 95], traffic analyzer in DSMS [96, 97], andmore

[98]. For example, consider the case of distributed multi-way join in DBMS, we want to perform the

join operation on multiple tables distributed on different nodes. A good join-aggregate estimation

algorithm can guide us to devise an optimal join plan, which minimizes the volume of intermediate

relations and the communication time. Sketches are widely used for join-aggregate estimation.

Typical sketches include AGMS [92], Fast-AGMS (FAGMS) [17], Skimmed sketch [97], and more

[99–102]. Specifically, Skimmed sketch [97] proposes to separate frequent and infrequent items

to reduce the estimation variance. This separation idea is similar to TreeSensing. But skimmed

sketch is designed specifically for join-aggregate estimation, whereas our aim is to design a general

framework to accurately and flexibly compress all sketches.

We conduct experiments of join-aggregate estimation on CAIDA and Zipf datasets, where we

use TreeSensing to compress a Count sketch [37], and compare its accuracy with non-compressed

FAGMS and Skimmed sketch.We control the compressedmemory of the Count sketch to be the same

as the memory of non-compressed FAGMS and Skimmed sketch. We use the metric of relative error

(RE), which is defined as

∑ |𝐽 − 𝐽 |/𝐽 . From Figure 15(a)-15(c), we can see that TreeSensing always

outperforms Skimmed sketch and FAGMS on the two datasets. The accuracy of Skimmed sketch

is always inferior than TreeSensing and sometimes even inferior than FAGMS. This is because

under small separating threshold, the separated frequent items by Skimmed sketch have large error,

which degrades the accuracy. On the other hand, under large separating threshold, Skimmed sketch

will degenerate into plain Count sketch. In conclusion, in the task of join-aggregate estimation
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(especially in distributed scenario), besides devising smart data structures, another promising

direction is to use TreeSensing or other compression algorithms to efficiently compress sketches,

so that we can build larger sketches to improve accuracy.

TreeSensing in Redis (Figure 15(d)-15(e)): Redis is a widely used in-memory data structure

store. We integrate TreeSensing into Redis as a persistence tool to reduce the storage overhead

of sketches. We first implement a CM sketch using Redis Module, which supports basic insertion

and query commands. Then we implement TreeSensing by adding four commands to the CM

sketch: TreeSensing compression/recovery, and SketchSensing compression/recovery. We evaluate

the compression/recovery speed of TreeSensing and SketchSensing with Redis 5.0.7. All experiments

are repeated 30 times and the average (±std) time is plotted. We can see that TreeSensing can

smoothly work on top of Redis, where TreeSensing only takes less than 0.24/0.41 seconds to

compress/recover a 14.4MB sketch.
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Fig. 16. Experiments in distributed ML.

6.6 Application in Distributed ML
We apply TreeSensing to a distributed machine learning system and compare it with Cluster-

Reduce (CR) [26] and SketchML [25] on two tasks: classification (using logistic regression) and

regression (using linear regression). In our system, there are eight workers and one parameter server.

We fix the available transmission bandwidth of the three algorithms to be about
1

6
of the exact

gradients. As described in § 5.2, for TreeSensing and Cluster-Reduce, we build larger MinMax

sketches to encode gradients, and use SketchSensing to compress it into small memory before

transmission.

Classification (Figure 16(a)): We find that the training accuracy of TreeSensing always out-

performs CR and SketchML. TreeSensing improves the training accuracy by up to 6%/12% than

CR/SketchML. After 30 epochs, the accuracy of TreeSensing reaches 83.8%, while that of CR and

SketchML are 78.1% and 72.5%.

Regression (Figure 16(b)): We find that the training speed of TreeSensing is 1.7× faster than

CR and 3× faster than SketchML. Here, training faster means achieving higher accuracy using the

same time. When training loss reaches 1450, TreeSensing uses 100 epochs, CR uses 170 epochs,

and SketchML uses 300 epochs.

Summary and analysis: The results show that TreeSensing can improve the training accuracy

and speed in distributed ML. This is because under fixed transmission bandwidth, by compressing

the sketches into small memory, we can build larger local sketches to encode gradients more

accurately. Therefore, the parameter server can recover gradients more accurately and update

parameters more precisely, making the training process faster and more accurate.

6.7 Evaluation on FPGA Platform
We implement TreeSensing on an FPGA network platform (Virtex-7 VC709). For TreeEncoding, we
use Shape #3 without ShiftBfEncoder. The implementation of TreeEncoding consists of 4 modules:

separating small sketch, setting 1-bit indicators, setting 𝐿1, and setting 𝐿2. For SketchSensing, the
implementation consists of𝑚′

+1 modules (𝑚′
is the # column of the sensing matrix 𝜙): separating
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the large sketch and rounding down, and multiplying a counter with a corresponding counter in

the 𝑗𝑡ℎ column of the sensing matrix (multiplying_j). For example, in the multiplying_j module, the

𝑖𝑡ℎ counter is multiplied with 𝜙 [𝑖] [ 𝑗]. In this way, each counter participates in the calculation of

each column, which fully utilizes hardware parallelism. In addition, as each element in Bernoulli

Matrix is 0/1, we use conditional operations to further accelerate the computation speed. Both

TreeEncoding and SketchSensing are fully pipelined, which process one 32-bit counter in each clock

cycle.

Table 6 shows the clock frequency and all hardware resources used by TreeSensing. We can see

that TreeEncoding and SketchSensing achieve 526MHz and 316MHz clock frequency, meaning that

TreeSensing has 316MHz throughput. The LUT (Look-Up-Table), Register and Block Tile resource

usage are all <0.5%, which is nearly negligible. In summary, on FPGA, TreeSensing has negligible

resource overhead and fast compression speed, which is at least 11.4× higher than that on CPU

platform. Therefore, it is lucrative to further speed up TreeSensing with FPGA.

Table 6. Performance on FPGA Platform.

Module Resource Overhead Frequency
(MHz)LUTs Register Block Tile IOB BUFGCTRL

TE 0.02% 0.01% 0.10% 4.24% 3.12% 526

SS 0.16% 0.04% 0.20% 4.24% 0.00% 316

TE+SS 0.17% 0.05% 0.31% 4.24% 3.12% 316

7 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes TreeSensing, an accurate, efficient, and flexible framework to linearly com-

press sketches. In TreeSensing, we first separate the original sketch into two partial sketches, and

then compress the two partial sketches with two key techniques, namely TreeEncoding and Sketch-
Sensing. Theoretical analyses of TreeSensing are provided. We use TreeSensing to compress 7

sketches, and conduct two end-to-end experiments: distributed measurement and distributed ML.

We also implement TreeSensing on FPGA and integrate it into Redis. Experimental results show

that TreeSensing significantly outperforms existing solutions.
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